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While particle-based ices are often considered essentially equivalent to magnet-based spin ices, the
two differ essentially in frustration and energetics. We show that at equilibrium particle-based ices
correspond exactly to spin ices coupled to a background field. In trivial geometries such field has no
effect and the two systems are indeed thermodynamically equivalent. In other cases, however, the
field controls a richer phenomenology, absent in magnetic ices, and still largely unexplored: ice rule
fragility, topological charge transfer, radial polarization, decimation induced disorder, glassiness.

Introduction. The ice rule [1] has had an impactful
history. Pauling employed it to explain [2] the zero point
entropy of water ice [3] as a consequence of the degener-
acy in allocating two protons close to, and two away from,
each oxygen atom sitting in any of the tetrahedron-based
crystal structures of ice. However, the concept is more
general. Consider binary spins placed along the edges of
a graph, impinging in its vertices (Fig. 1). The topologi-
cal charge of a vertex of coordination z is the difference
between the n spins pointing in and the z − n pointing
out, or qn = 2n− z. Then, an ice-manifold is the degen-
erate set of spin configurations that minimizes |q| locally.
If z is even, the minimal |q| is zero (for z = 4, we re-
cover the original ice rule, 2-in/2-out, of water ice and
rare earth spin ices[4]). If z is odd, ice rule vertices have
charges q = ±1 and the ice-manifold is a neutral plasma
of topological charges [5–9].

As ice manifolds can typically host unusual phases [10],
they have invited the design of a new class of artificial,
frustrated magnetic nano-materials, called “artificial spin
ices” (SI). These are arrays of interacting, single-domain,
shape-anisotropic, ferroics nano-islands whose magneti-
zations are described by binary spins that obey the ice
rule (Fig. 1a,b) [11, 12]. Their exotic behaviors are of-
ten not found in natural magnets [13] and can be de-
signed to study memory effects [14], effective thermo-
dynamics in driven systems [15], kinetics of magnetic
charges [8, 16–18], anomalous hall effects [19, 20], often
even with unprecedented real-time, real-space character-
ization [21–25].

“Particle ices” (PI) are another artificial implementa-
tion of an ice manifold [26–31]. Mutually repulsive par-
ticles are trapped, one particle per trap, with preferen-
tial occupation at its extremes (Fig. 1c,d). Traps are
arranged along the edges of a lattice whose geometry de-
termines the collective behavior. They have been stud-
ied numerically [26–28] and realized experimentally via
colloids gravitationally trapped in microgrooves [32, 33]
but also in flux quanta pinned to nano-patterned super-
conductors [34–36]. As PI was also found to obey the
ice rule, at least in the square and hexagonal geometry,
ideas and results have been exchanged among PI and SI,
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often considered as essentially equivalent systems.
That assumption is incorrect. Despite similarities, the

two systems differ essentially in energetics and in frus-
tration. While local energetics promotes the ice rule in
SI, it opposes it in PI. The energy of a SI vertex is typi-
cally proportional to the square of its topological charge,
E ∝ q2n, thus favoring the ice rule. For PI, it is instead
E ∝ n(n− 1), thus favoring large negative charges which
violate the ice-rule (Figs. 2, 3). In PI the ice-manifold
emerges as a collective rather than local energetic com-
promise and only in the thermodynamic limit (see be-
low). It is thus a locally unstable and fragile “thin ice”.

We provide here a unifying framework for the complex
phenomenology of similarities and differences among the
two classes of materials: PI at equilibrium can be mapped
directly into a SI coupled to a geometry-dependent back-
ground field. In trivial geometries this field has no effect,
and the two ices are equivalent. In non-trivial ones, it me-
diates the breakdown of the ice rule, leading to an entirely
new phenomenology, still largely unexplored. Without
pretense of exhaustiveness we will suggest some implica-
tions of this mapping in terms of novel behaviors which
invite further experimental exploration.

1. Isomorphism. In PI, particles in positions {y}
repel with isotropic interaction φ. Their total energy
H =

∑
y 6=y′ φ (|y − y′|) does not look conducive to SI

physics. Yet, at equilibrium the position y+ of the par-
ticle in a trap is a binary variable, represented by —
or — (Fig 1c,d). We can map PI into SI by ascribing
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FIG. 1: Magnetic force microscopy of hexagonal (a) and
square (b) SI show the constitutive degrees of freedom (red
rectangles) as dumbbells of positive (white) and negative
(black) magnetic charges (from [15]). Optical microscopy of
hexagonal (c) and square (d) PI, where the blue arrows de-
note the equivalent spins ~σx (from [32]). Green disks show ice
rule obeying vertices, of minimal absolute topological charge.
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FIG. 2: Top: Schematic illustration of Eq. (1) where an
hexagonal PI (here in a random configuration) is decomposed
into a SI, with dipolar degrees of freedom, plus a background
of positively saturated traps. The energy of the PI (middle)
and SI (bottom) vertices, listed in increasing order (from left
to right, separated by dotted vertical lines) differ essentially.
PI promotes vertices of large negative charge, violating Z2

symmetry. SI promotes vertices of low absolute topological
charge (ice rule vertices, circled in green have the same en-
ergy in SI but not in PI).

a positive charge to the real particles and introducing
in the empty locations y− of the traps virtual negative
charges , which repel (attract) other negative (positive)
charges. We can then fractionalize a trap on an edge x
as

—– =
1

2
— +

1

2
— , (1)

i.e. a positive dumbbell — (a trap doubly occupied by
positive charges), plus a dipole of negative and positive
charges represented by a spin ~σ = — located in x, the
center of the trap so that y± = x± ~σ/2. Then, as spins
are binary, the energy can always be rewritten as

H =
1

2

∑
x6=x′

σixJii′ (x− x′)σi
′

x′ −
∑
x

~σx · ~B(x). (2)

The first term expresses the SI part of the hamiltonian
and Jii′ (x) is a tensor field that can be reconstructed
from φ. The second term represents the interaction be-
tween dipoles and the positive dumbbells which generate

the background field ~B (see Supp. Mat. for a construc-
tive derivation).

We will often adopt a nearest neighbor vertex
model approximation [37, 38] and consider the “vertex-
energies”, i.e. the interaction energies of all the spins
impinging in a vertex. Figures 2, 3 show the different
energy hierarchies for hexagonal and square geometries
in the two pictures, where the SI picture recovers a Z2

symmetry absent in the PI picture.
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FIG. 3: Same as in Fig. 2, but for the square lattice. Here,
however, the degeneracy of the ice-rule vertices (q = 0) is
lifted by a difference in interaction strength between perpen-
dicular and collinear traps or dumbbells, and polarized ver-
tices (middle: forth from left; bottom: second from left) have
higher energy. The red ∧ connects two plaquettes where the
head-to-toe rule is broken by a monopole (see Fig. 5).

We will call a geometry trivially-equivalent if ~B = 0:
then PI behaves as a SI at equilibrium. Clearly that
is true if a lattice has point reflection symmetry in the
middle points {x} of each edge. Thus, the hexagonal
and square PI follow the ice rule, as found previously
numerically and experimentally [26, 27, 32, 33].

2. Ice rule and inner phases. SI often exhibits phases
within its ice manifold. E.g., honeycomb SI enters a
charge-ordered/spin-disordered phase within its ice man-
ifold, and then a long-range ordered, demagnetized phase
within its charge-ordered phase [5, 7–9, 39]. Following
ref [40], we can perform a dipolar expansion of (2)

H ' k

2

∑
v

q2v +
1

2

∑
〈v,v′〉

qvqv′φ(rv,v′)

+
1

2

∑
x′ /∈∂x

σixJii′ (x− x′)σi
′

x′ −
∑
x

~σx · ~B(x) (3)

which shows that PI also admits inner phases. The first
term imposes the ice rule from the interaction among
dipoles within a vertex (qv is the charge of the vertex v,
and k > 0 depends on φ). The second term is an inter-
action between charged vertices and implies charge order
at lower temperatures, as was recently seen numerically
for PI with repulsion φ = x−3 [29]. In the third term ∂x
is the neighborhood of x and Jij can be obtained from φ
by dipolar expansion. For instance, for φ ∝ r−α we find

Jij(r) ' [δij − (α+ 2)rirj ] r
−α−2, (4)

which reduces to the familiar dipolar interaction for α =
1. Instead, α > 1 in (4) strengthens the ferromagnetic
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term, leading to the ferromagnetic ordering within the
disordered ice-manifold which has been recently obtained
numerically in hexagonal PI [29] for α = 3. In the fourth

term of (3), ~B = −~∇ψ [with ψ(x) =
∑

y• 6=x φ(x − y•),
where y• runs over all the allowed particle positions in all
the dumbbells — ] is the polarizing background field,
whose role in ice rule fragility we will discuss now.

3. Ice rule fragility in finite size systems. Breakdown of
the ice rule in PI follows from its local energetics lacking
Z2 symmetry. Within the SI picture, it is explained by
the background field. One obvious case is a finite portion
of an otherwise trivially-equivalent geometry. Then a

finite chunk of positive dumbbells is the source of ~B,
which thus points toward the boundaries, polarizing the
spins outwards. The consequent accumulation of positive
charges on the boundaries necessarily implies a violation
of the ice rule in the bulk, as the net charge of a system
of dipoles is zero.

This polarization has been observed experimentally
(reported to us by P. Tierno, Barcelona). Instructively,
this break-down of the ice-rule disappears in the thermo-
dynamic limit. The total negative charge in the bulk is
proportional to the flux of ~σx at the boundaries, and thus
bound by their length L. Therefore, the surface charge
density goes to zero at least as L−1. The ice-rule in PI is
a collective effect only recovered in the thermodynamic
limit. Nothing of the sort happens in SI [41].

4. Ice rule fragility in extended systems. More inter-
esting is the ice rule breakdown in infinite lattices that
are non-trivially-equivalent, such as a (regular or ran-
dom) decimation of a trivially-equivalent geometry. Be-
cause the background of positive dumbbells has no effect
in the original, undecimated geometry, its effect in the
decimated geometry can be expressed as coming from
negative virtual dumbbells — (i.e. traps saturated
with negative particles) placed in correspondence of the
decimated links.

Crucially, in a vertex-model approximation the SI en-
ergy of a vertex is thus proportional to its net virtual
charge q̃, inclusive of the charge of the negative, virtual
dumbbell — , thus breaking the Z2 symmetry of the
SI energetics. Fig. 4 shows the case of an honeycomb
ice. For z = 2 vertices, the ice rule violating 2-in/0-out
configuration (of virtual charge q̃ = −1 but real positive
charge q = 2) has the same SI energy of the ice-rule obey-
ing configuration of 1-in/1-out (q = 0, q̃ = +1). It also of
the ice rule obeying z = 3 vertices. Thus, q = 2 charges
appear entropically on z = 2 vertices in the degenerate
ground state, in violation of the ice rule. The z = 3 ver-
tices remain in the ice rule, but q = −1 charges must
exceed q = 1 ones, to cancel the positive charge on the
z = 2 vertices.

This argument is completely general. Any mixed co-
ordination lattice obtained from decimating a trivially-
equivalent, ice-rule obeying PI must similarly show a
transfer of topological charge from vertices of higher coor-
dination to the decimated vertices of lower coordination,
where charge is attracted by the negative virtual charges
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FIG. 4: A portion of a decimated, infinitely extended honey-
comb PI (top left) in its low energy state can have ice rule
violations on z=2 vertices (q = +2, blue circles) because it
is equivalent to a SI stuffed with virtual, negatively satu-
rated traps (red, dashed) in lieu of the removed links (top
right) with no violations of the ice rule in the virtual charge
(q̃ = ±1). Indeed, while the SI energetics of the undecimated,
z = 3, vertices (middle) is left unchanged, that of the deci-
mated z = 2 vertices (bottom) must include virtual negative
saturated traps, and thus violates the ice rule at lowest en-
ergy: the vertex of real charge q = 2 (virtual charge q̃ = 1)
is degenerate with the vertex of real charge q = 0 (virtual
charge q̃ = −1), and with the z = 3 vertices of real charge
q = ±1 (ice rule vertices circled in dashed green).

that replace the decimated link. This does not imply,
however, that violation of the ice rule, must necessarily
happen in the lowest coordination vertices, as demon-
strated below and as found recently [42] in square PI.
This ice-rule violation through charge transfer is unique
to PI, and nothing of the sort can happen in SI, where
the ice rule is robust to decimation and mixed coordi-
nation [13, 24, 43], dislocations [44], and indeed even in
clusters [41], because it is enforced by the local energy.

Finally, charge transfer should be associated with
glassiness. Indeed, while the average net charge must
remain zero, or qnet ≡ N−1v

∑
v〈qv〉 = 0 (Nv is the num-

ber of vertices), its Edwards-Anderson parameter is not,
or q2EA ≡ N−1v

∑
v〈qv〉2 6= 0, because of the breakdown of

the Z2 symmetry in the equivalent PI picture. This im-
plies freezing of the charge in random distributions as q2EA
is also the time autocorrelation function at large times.

5. Order breakdown from topological charge transfer.
It is well known that the ice manifolds of square PI (or
SI) are antiferromagnetically ordered because traps (or
spins) converging perpendicularly in the vertex interact
more strongly than those converging collinearly. This
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FIG. 5: Top (a-c): Decimating a square lattice (a) and its
anfiferromagnetic ground state (decimated traps are replaced
with negatively saturated traps, in red) leads to an ordered
lowest energy state with q̃ = −2 virtual charges on half of the
decimated vertices in the SI picture (b). It corresponds to
q = ±1 real charges on decimated vertices in the PI picture
(c) and thus all vertices obey the ice rule. At low decimation,
this is the only low energy state. Bottom (d-f): However,
above the decimation threshold corresponding to the percola-
tion of decimated neighboring square plaquettes [e.g. yellow
shaded ones neighboring a green one in (a)], the low energy
state becomes degenerate. A disordered state can be cho-
sen by connecting (red dotted line) neighboring decimated
plaquettes (d) with q = −2 monopoles (represented with ∧
connectors as in Fig. 3) on z = 4 vertices, thus removing
the virtual charges from decimated, z = 3 vertices without
increasing the energy [(e), green rectangles frame spins that
can be freely flipped]. In the PI picture (f) this corresponds to
ice rule violations on the z = 4 vertices hosting charge q = 2:
disorder comes from entropic transfer of topological charge.

lifts the degeneracy of the ice-rule and favors the non-
polarized, antiferromagnetic ice rule vertices [8, 11, 23,
26, 45] of Fig. 3. Consider a random decimations of traps
in square PI that does not create z = 2 vertices. Such
decimation corresponds to a partial cover for a dimer
cover model on the edges of the square lattice (Fig. 5a),
and in SI it is expected to preserve the antiferromagnetic
order [13]. In PI, instead, it implies a structural transi-
tion to disorder, as we show now.

Consider a spin state obtained by decimating the an-
tiferromagnetic ensemble (Fig. 5b,c). The presence of
virtual negative dumbbells creates a negative virtual
monopole q̃ = −2 on half of the z = 3 vertex. Because
the SI energy is inclusive of virtual charges, and because
of (virtual and real) charge conservation, this decimated,
antiferromagnetically ordered state, which obeys the ice
rule as z = 3 vertices all have charges q = ±1, Fig. 5c),
has the lowest energy (at least at the vertex-model ap-
proximation). And yet, is it unique?

At sufficiently low decimation it clearly is. Indeed, in
a low energy state only antiferromagnetic q = 0 ground
state vertices, and possibly q = −2 monopoles are al-
lowed on z = 4 vertices (corresponding to the removal
of virtual charges q̃ = −2 on decimated vertices. There-
fore, in each square plaquette the four dipoles must be
arranged head to toe, except in correspondence of a
monopole. In a plaquette containing a virtual trap, a
negative virtual charge sits on one of the two decimated
vertices if and only if the remaining three spins are ar-
ranged head to toe (Fig. 5b). Antiferromagnetic order
breaks down when both virtual charges on the two neigh-
boring decimated vertices are q̃ = 0 (and therefore their
real charge is positive, q = 1, on both, corresponding
to net positive charge transfer from z = 4 toz = 3 ver-
tices). For that to happen, the head to toe rule must be
broken on one of the two other vertices in each of the
two corresponding decimated plaquettes, corresponding
to two monopoles of charge q = −2, as monopoles are
the only allowed vertices that can beak the head-to-toe
rule on z = 4 vertices. Because a monopole breaks the
head-to-toe rule on two of the four plaquettes it sepa-
rates (red wedge in Fig. 3), this does not raise the energy
only if at least one of the nearest neighboring plaquette
is also decimated (Fig. 5d). Therefore, when the deci-
mation is sufficiently low and the number of neighboring
decimated plaquette is non-extensive the decimated an-
tiferromagnetic state is the only ground state. However,
when nearest neighboring decimated plaquette percolate
(Fig. 5d), the low energy ensemble becomes disordered.

One can prove so by construction. Start with the dec-
imated lattice, connect (or not) any neighboring deci-
mated rectangular plaquette which can be connected via
the red ∧-connector of Fig. 5d, representing a monopole
(Fig. 3). Then all the spins are determined. This con-
struction corresponds to lines threading through deci-
mated plaquettes (red dotted in Fig. 5d). When the
decimated plaquettes percolate at the nearest neighbor,
these lines can be chosen freely either as closed loops or
as infinite paths percolating through the material. This
freedom in choosing connecting lines, and more trivially
the resulting free spins (Fig. 5e), give a residual entropy
density to the ground state. There is thus in decimated
square PI a transition from order to a disordered state
at a critical decimation, likely a glassy one (see above)
involving dynamic arrest, and which invites experimen-
tal analysis. Interestingly, it corresponds to a specific
percolation threshold for a dimer cover model.

Finally, note that below that structural transition,
while the ground state remains unique, its excitation pro-
file might change with decimation in ways not yet under-
stood, making the antiferromagnetic order more fragile.

Conclusion. We have shown that PI can be consid-
ered a SI under a local fields that can break the SI’s
Z2 symmetry, and explored some of novel phenomenol-
ogy which follows, inviting further numerical and exper-
imental analysis. We wish to thank the LDRD office for
financial support, and A Libal, C. Reichhardt, CJ Ol-
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